We are grateful to the following donors for their support of $100+ received July 1, 2014-June 30, 2015.

**Carnegie Circle: Innovator ($10,000+)**
- Akers Foundation
- Bank of America
- Carolinas Investment Consulting
- Foundation For The Carolinas
- Friends Council
- John S. and James L. Knight Foundation
- Ashley and Peter Larkin
- PNC Bank
- Jim Preston
- PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLP
- Publix Super Market Charities
- Rodgers Builders
- State Library of North Carolina
- The Charlotte Observer
- The Dowd Foundation
- Wells Fargo
- Wendy's

**Carnegie Circle: Visionary ($5,000-$9,999)**
- AARP North Carolina
- American Airlines
- Baker & Taylor
- Mary and Charles Bowman
- CD Spangler Foundation, Inc.
- Charlotte Hornets
- Cornelius Library Endowment Fund
- CTE
- Duke Energy Foundation
- Molly and Robert Griffin
- Patty and Bill Gorelick
- Katie and Mike James
- Katten Muchin Rosenman Foundation, Inc.
- Julie Lerner Levine and Howard Levine
- Loftin & Company Printers
- Red Ventures

**Carnegie Circle: Connector ($2,500-$4,999)**
- Marty and Weston Andress
- Julia Austen
- Barry Evans Josephs & Snipes
- Robin and Bill Branstrom
- Brown Brothers Harriman
- Cherry Bekaert, LLP
- Ernst & Young LLP
- Kimmery and James Fleischli
- Fourth Ward Foundation
- Amy and Thom Graham
- Cammie and Barnes Hauptfuhrer
- K&L Gates, LLP
- Kay and Jack Lane
- Marsh Foundation
- Nancy and Clement Marshall
- Joan Martin and Patrick Burgess
- McGuireWoods, LLP
- Tommye & Keith Miller
- Katie Belk Morris and Walker Morris
- Jeanne and Rick Puckett
- Paige and Arthur Roselle
- Lisa and Glenn Sherrill
- Sarah and Allen Shifflet
- Snyder's-Lance, Inc.
- The Duke Endowment

**Rinehart Wealth Management**
- Sally and Russell Robinson
- Sally and William Serenius
- Society Charlotte
- The Davidson Library Fund
- The German Language & Culture Foundation
- Trinity Partners
- Wray Ward
UNC Charlotte
Katherine and Rob Vest
Winston & Strawn, LLD

Carnegie Circle: Member ($1,000.00-$2,499)

Judy and John Alexander
Anonymous (4)
Carla M. Ashton
Mary Lou and James Babb
Barbara Baker
Sandy Benfield
Shirley Benfield
Jennifer and Doug Bennett
Sandra and Robert Bisanar
Barbara and Twig Branch
Lee and Alan Blumenthal
Cordylia Chapman
Jean and Gene Cochrane
Jane and David Conlan
Cynthia and Hal Curry
Pepper and Roddey Dowd
Victoria and Porter Durham
Martha and Eric Eubank
Kate and James Ferguson
Barbara and Michael Gardner
Ellen and William Giduz
Jennifer and Doug Green
Dale Halton and Fred Wagner
Hamilton Stephens Steele + Martin
Melva Hanna
Lisa and Sherman Henderson
Carol and David Hull
Maria and John Huson
Garrell and Lee Keesler
Leslie Kilper and Thomas Lucas
Royce and William Kimbrough
Gloria and Harry Lerner
Ann and David Levine
Mary and Robert Long
Kim and Barrett Mallos
Bill Marchant
Christina O'Donnell and John P. McConville
Alessandro Morante
Ann and Rolfe Neill
Anna and Thomas Nelson
Leland Park
Park Road Books
Sue and Vick Phillips
Queens University of Charlotte
Anne and Matthew Rankowitz
Jane and Milburn Ratteree
Clyda and George Rent
Kathy Ridge
Carol and Martin Robinson
Ishani and Kartik Shah
David Singleton
Helen Sliker
Anna and Welford Tabor
The Eddie and Jo Allison Smith Family Foundation, Inc.
Ashley and Joel Turner
Robyn and Timothy Turton
Holly and Matthew Stubbing
Barbara and James Wilkerson
Karen Eady-Williams and Darrel Williams
Pat and Bill Williamson
Liz and Brad Winer
Martha and Jim Woodward

Friends Circle: Sustainer ($500-$999)

Mary Barry
Sarah and Thomas Belk
Michael Blair
Molly and Steve Boiller
Doris Anne Bradley
Sharon and Richard Bridgette
Clare and David Browning
Laura and Douglas Caldwell
Carolina Foods, Inc.
Suzanne Cormier and John Bukowski
Rhonda Craycraft
Alice and Ronald Curtin
Kathleen and James Cypert
Andy Dews and Tom Warshauer
Anne and Hugh Duncan
Mary Ruth and Reynolds Faulkner
Jennifer Ferrel
Vickie and Tom Gabbard
Deborah and Michael Groenhout
Benjamin T. Hambright
Betty and Erskine Harkey
Sharon and Rob Harrington
Kathy and Ben Hill
Kathy Reardon and James Horton
Ivy League Garden Club
Elizabeth Jackson
Steffan Kelly
Kristen Knox
Kohls Department Store
Anne and D. Gilbert Lee
Teri Licari
William McGuirt
Marie Mitchell
Elizabeth Mosley and Christopher Mair
Linda Mundle
Lisa Petrovich
Wallace and William Prestwood
Rollin Raymond
Amy and Lance Read
Karen Reid
Dawn and Richard Ridley
Virginia and Alan Shaw
Tricia and George Sistrunk
Elizabeth and Michael Sweeney
The Residents Association of the Pines
Tamara Titus and Lane K. Jacobs
United Way of Central Maryland
Wells Fargo Advisors

Friends Circle: Advocate ($250-$499)

Mr. and Mrs. Don G. Acque
Alexander Funeral Home
Marilyn Alexander
Michael Allen
Larry W. Anderson
Anonymous (2)
Nichole M. Arkfeld
Anne and John Barry
Kathryn Beatty-Todd
Diana and Steve Bernard
Karen S. Bernhardt
Nicole E. Bourget and Mark Kutny
Lisa and David Boyle
Cantey and Jefferson Brown
Tammy Hurt and William S. Brown
Denise and Michael Burkard
Frances and Boyd Campbell
Emily Cross and Ron Carlee
Connie and Peter Carlson
Linda and Leighton Carmichael
Maureen and Vito Catanese
Community School of Davidson
Melinda A. Covington
Jessica Daitch
Ruth and Rufus Dalton
Elizabeth and Christopher Daly
Susan Daughtridge
Jon N. Davis
Debbie and Norman Davis
Lucy Dean
Gaither and Robert Deaton
Stephanie Delgado
Mary Anne Dickson
Jill Dinwiddie and Bernie Hargadon
Dena and Robert Diorio
Dawn and Paul DiPirro
Renee L. Dubrowski
Carolyn E. Duvall
David C. Dwyer
Kim and Ernest Ellison
Mary Lane and Ernest Ellison
Pamela Fawcett-Brandon
Blynn D. Field
Christina Field
Anne and Henry Flint
Eileen Friars and Scott Pyle
Jenni Gaisbauer and Ashley Hudler
Beth and Arthur Galen
Linda Gallehugh
Sarah Belk Gambrell
Nicole Gardner
Brian Gibbons
Jannica and Torsten Greife
Delores and Robert Grogan
Michele and Don Hagan
Sue Hall
Jane V. Harper
Tricia and Donald Harrison
Harvey Wood & Associates, LLC
Claudia and Andy Heath
Elaine Helms
Trish and Ross Hobson
Addie Holby
Danielle and Donald Hudler
Elizabeth and Brian Hunt
Paige and Thomas James
Jenkins Peer Architects
Emily Johnson
Lea and Stuart Johnson
Elcin Kalyon
Gloria and Graeme Keith
Naho Kobayashi and Daniel Mathewson
Gary E. LaBrosse
Jennifer Lane
Rachel and Ben Latimer
Lee and Mark Leggett
Linda Lockman-Brooks and Wil Brooks
Nan Loftin
Paula J. Lombardi
Pat and Chuck Mallas
Wendy and Edward Matthews
Nancy and Robert May
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh L. McColl III
Heather and Clay McCullough
Ellen McIntyre
William McKee
Anne and Richard McNight
Betsy and Bragg McLeod
Devlin McNeil and Aimee Nichols
Jennifer and Michael Melkonian
Pat and Brooks Millsap
Ruth L. Moeller
Patricia and John Moore
Bradford Muller
Kathleen Mundle
Brian Murdock
Janet and Lowell Nelson
Mary and James Nicholson
Patty and Tommy Norman
Paul Oppold
Susan Patterson and George Tyree
Adrienne and Ken Pedersen
Emily and David Rainey
Christine and Ronald Rainone
Betty and James Rash
Yvonne and Rick Rayburn
Lawrence W. Raymond
Jennifer L. Reese
Linda and John Reid
Martha and Ronald Rick
Tamara Robb
Sallie S. Robinson
Linda Roth
Jean and Gordon Roznik
Janie Russell
Chuck and Priscilla Sawicki
Cynthia Sawyer
Stacey I. Schumann
Harriet A. Seabrook
Mrs. Biray Seitz
Judy Seldin-Cohen and Jeff Cohen
Katy and Raleigh Shoemaker
Allyson Seigel
Linda Simpson
Laura Smail
Mason and Michael Smith
Julia Suggs
Amanda and Patrick Sullivan
Ann and Thomas Temple
Glenn Thompson
Sharon Blalock and Marcia Tillotson
John P. Travell
Lisa Traylor
Sarah and Read Tull
Judith E. Underwood
Jean and Jim Veilleux
Tina-Marie Venus
Stephanie Vlcek Insko
Mary Claire and Daniel Wall
John W. Walton
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Way
Loretta and Richard Wertheimer
Lilian and Stan Wetmore
Sally Whelan
Marylyn and Ed Williams
Jonathan Williams
Mark R. Wilson
Scott Winslow
Kathleen Wolner
Landon R. Wyatt III
Laura Yaeger
Susan and Joe Young
Marilyn and Richard Zande
Karen and Manuel Zapata

**Friends Circle: Partner ($100-$249)**

Brooke Adams
Chris Ahearn
Sharon and James Alderman
Margaret and Franklin Altany
Diane and Herbert Althouse
Linda L. Anderson
Kristin and Tom Andes
Anonymous (7)
Karen and Andrew Antoszyk
Jacquelyn and Mark Ardis
Jane and Bob Avinger
Katherine and Albert Ayers
Mar Dee Baker
Hannah Ballock
Heather Bard
Christopher A. Bates
Joan M. Baucom
Andrea Bean
Tina M. Beatty
Elise and Robert Beaven
Richard Bell
Christie and Richard Benoit
Kasey and Andrew Bensky
Krista Beyer
Wendy and Jay Bilas
Birkdale Village
Nancy Bizzell
Mary E. Black
Kathryn Blanchard and Gregory Ross
Marilyn and Herbert Bonkovsky
Dothan Boothe

Kwame Boyd
Jeanne and Stephen Brady
Eleanor and Bob Brawley
Julia M. Britt
Elaine and William Brooks
Frank Brown
Marilyn S. Brown
Sandra L. Brunson
Opal and Fred Bryant
Joann and Lawrence Caldwell
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Cambern
Barbara and Thomas Cannon
Lauren and Sheldon Cantor
Capitol
Diane Carre
Mary V. Carrigan
Elizabeth and Cedric Castro
Cindy and John Cavanaugh
Peggy and Kenneth Cherry
Suzanne and Matthew Churchill
Jane and Edward Clapp
Shirley Linn and Dumont Clarke
Nan R. Clarke
Robin Cochran
Rush and Kenneth Coe
Shirley and Ron Coffman
Janice and Howard Cohen
Mary V. Coleman
Heather and Brian Collier
Barbara Comin
Nancy Conrad
Kathryn T. Constantinides
Kathy and Joe Cook
Julia and Kenneth Cook
Carolyn C. Copeland
Lois Ann and James Cotton
Cranford Book Club
Darrell Cunningham
Debra Curl
Beth and Bob Davis
Edith DeLaine
Frances and Herbert Dewitt
Miriam Dixon
Martha M. Dunn
Patrice Ebert
Libby Edwards
Margaret and Perry Efird
Frances and Joseph Errington
Sandra and Les Erwin
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Fagan
Mr. Richard L. Farley
Gail and Thomas Fennimore
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Ferrer
Kathy Fletcher
Melanie Forcinito
Megan and Larry Forrest
Alison Foster
Ruth and Giles Foushee
Eric Freedman and Ryan Ratliff
Mark Frietch
Amy and John Fritz
Homer Gaddis
Dail and Melvin Gay
Judith Ghoneim
Linda and Robert Gingras
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Glover
Cindy Goldsmith
Francie Gottsegen
Tiffany Graham
Corinne Grimaldi
Susan Grove
Mary and Mark Hagood
Tysha D. Hagood
Carol Hahn
Angela Haigler
Brice Hall
Mary and David Hall
Carol Sawyer and Tom Hanchett
Nancy and Grant Hawgood
Teresa Hawkins and Michael Burkhard
Miriam and Tom Herin
Barbara B. Hiestand
William Hill
Marge and Mark Hoecker
Laurel and James Houser
Bobbye and Billy Houser
Charles Huff
Katherine Hughes
Jeanne Hurney
Jenny Hutchison
Cynthia and Pierce Irby
Peggy G. Irons
David G. Jacobs
David Jacobson
Florence Jaffa
Janet H. Jaffa
Kamla Jain and Gregory Price
Chris Jensen
Tonya Jesso
Edward D. Jewell
Cheryl E. Johnson
Christa Johnson
Edith T. Johnson
Ellen M. Jones
Kenneth Kagan
Leonora Kaufmann
Sarah Kennard
Mary Ann and Verdery Kerr
Yamini and Gary Kersey
Lois Kilkka
Thomas W. Kinney
Patsy B. Kinsey
Patricia and Charles Klapheke
Julia and Kevin Kline
Mary and Michael Kolodziejski
Constance and John Kolpićke
Sharon P. Kugelmass
Ernestine M. Kuhr
Elaine and Richard Kushmaul
Dalya Kutchie & Ronald Kahn
Michele F. LaBounty
Nancy and Willliam Lammers
Brenda J. Lampson
Susan Landgraf
Mary Caroline Lane
Julie and David Lavoie
Sarah Leak
Mary S. Lee
Michelle Lee
Robert H. Lee
Mary Lane and Thomas Lennon
John Leonard
Donna and Gary Lerner
Tommi Levi
Janet Levy
Dolores J. Lewis
Neil Liner
Cynthia and David Llewellyn
John J. Locke
Geraldine L. Loflin
Virginia and Samuel Long
Sharon and Joseph LoParo
Judith Lord
Jessie Gregory Lutz
Viola Lyles
Mary Lee Maag
Mary Anne and Robert MacCaughelty
Mr. and Mrs. Francis E. MacMullan
Polly and Rodney Madsen
Kim Mallos
Marion McMahon and Joseph Margolis
Susan and Robert Martin
Chandler Martin
Sharon H. Matthews
Ann and Richard McCain
Heather McCullough and Martin Harris
Elizabeth Boonsue and James McDermott
Marjorie C. McDermott
Micki and Daniel McDonough
Roline and Scott McGinnis
Steven McLaren
E. Melissa McMahan
Sally and Bruce McMillen
Deborah McRae
Barbara and Charles McRee
Elizabeth and Joseph Meiners
Diane Meirowitz
Joan Melville
Sue Merril
Pauline and Samuel Mickle
Jane and John Miles
Elizabeth T. Miller
Kimberly and Geoffrey Mize
Andra Montgomery
Nikki and North Moore
Judy Moores
Whitney Moose
Margaret T. Moreland
Jane and Rod Moss
Diane Mowrey
James M. Moyer
Frances Moyle
Ken Mulholland
Deborah Murphey
Marietta and Jay Murphy
Judith and John Mussman
Angie and Kurt Myers
Elizabeth M. Myers
Lynn Najaka
Nancy Nayar
Deborah and James Neely
Barbara and Richard Neidinger
Mary and Randy Nelson
Joseph Nestor
Dema and Edward Newberry
Louise and David Nottingham
Holli and Keith Nowokunski
Judith and David Owens
Christal Page
Deborah and Harry Palefsky
Robin and Thomas Palmer
Margaret and Ioannis Papadakis
Margaret and William Parish
Sarah and Joseph Parisi
Angela and Rohan Paul
Mary Ruth and Philip Payne
Amy and Neil Perkins
Beth Peterson
Charles Pettigrew
Lisa and Robert Pharr
William Phillips
Magnolia M. Pickens
Denise and Chris Pineno
Gilbert C. Pirovano
Patricia and William Platts
Julian M. Pleasants
Sara Pressly
Ann and James Prock
Xinyu Qiu
Deborah Halliday and Gary Rautenstrauch
Linda Raymond
Jennifer and Manley Roberts
Wendy L. Roberts
Beth and John Robinson
Patty and Gardiner Roddey
Jo Ann Rodgers
Sandra Roether
Alice and Curt Rogers
Sandra and William Roork
Iru and Bruce Rose
Robert Rusevlyan
Janie and Robert Russell
Sara Sacco and David Scholz
Julie and Franz Sammt
George J. Sawyer III
Susan and Daniel Scanga
Helen and John Schearer
Sue and Edmund Schenck
Anne Schmitt
Donna Dutton and Stephen P. Schultz
Gary Schwab
Elizabeth Fender and Bertram Scott
Luann Ritsema and Edson Scudder
Jan and William Scullin
Octavia Seawell
Betsey Sesler
SHARE Charlotte
Kate and Charles Shepard
Barbara J. Shinder
Lisa Shpritz
Pat and Bill Siegfried
Marcia and Simon Paul
Susan and Robert Slezycki
Martha and David Sloss
Amy O. Smallwood
Ann Kimbro and Mark A. Smith
Marsha and Richard Smith
Harold E. Smyre
Madeleine Solomon
Diane and John Sommer
Rosalie S. Spaniel
Jacqueline and Ed Spears
Beth Springston
Kelly and Charles Stafford
Mary Staton
Marian Steele
Martha and James Stenhouse
Virginia Stevenson
Jill Stierli
Rebekah Stivers
Jean Sullivan
Katherine and John Sullivan
Judith Sutton
Victoria S. Sutton
Nancy Swonger
Claire and John Tate
Harry A. Taylor
Jennifer Troyer and John Teague
Betty and Alan Thalinger
The Charlotte House Book Club
The Horne Co. Partners LLC
Jennifer Thieman
Alice Thomasson
Catherine Thompson and Martin Hunter
Sarah T. Thompson
Byrd and Waddy Thomson
Mary and Robert Thornberry
Melissa and Paul Tolmie
Judith and Gary Toman
Susan and Bill Tome
Keith Towery
Leonard Tran
Nancy F. Tretsch
Laura and Andrew Tucker
Margaret and Stan Tunnell
LynnErin and Scott Tyler
Greg Underwood
Elizabeth and Thomas Underwood
Sally Van Allen
Gilbert J. Van Doninck
Daniel VanAtta
Erica Varner
Cortbey and Babak Varzandeh
Monica Vitlar
Grace Wallace
Ruby and Lester Wallace
Edward Wannamaker
Pamela and Eugene Watson
Karen and Charles Watts
Annette and Robert Webb
Elize Weston
Eric Whiteside and Rachel Hewitt
Lydia and Charlie Williams
Rae and Paul Williams
Reid Williamson
Carol and Terrence Winston
Nancy A. Wohlbruck
Allison and Eugene Wood
Hyong Yi
Willa May Young
Michael Ziefert
Karen and John Zika